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At Last® Rose:
The wait is over.
MESSAGE
FROM DALE

It’s easy to think of innovation as something other people – and other industries – do. But just as innovation drives the growth and profit for smartphone and auto makers, it is at the heart of success in business and horticulture, too. After all, innovation is just another way of saying positive change (is innovation ever negative?), and if you aren’t making positive changes every year in your business, you decline. The choice is simple: innovate or die.

When I say you must innovate in your company, I don’t mean go out and buy the newest nursery automation gadget or invest in a fancy inventory system. Sure, those are ways to innovate, but it goes beyond that. Innovation is as much about ideas and company culture as it is about products and material goods. It’s about creating more value for your customer and working smarter, not harder. Innovation is an attitude where you are willing to try the unproven, evaluate it, and make it better.

One of the most obvious ways we innovate here at Spring Meadow is through our plant introductions, and in this catalog, you’ll find 34 new varieties that represent some of the most future-forward breeding in the ornamental plant world. After years of investment and effort, we present two sterile, dark-leafed barberries (see them on page 28) and a seedless, perpetually-blooming spirea (page 84), developed by Tom Ranney, one of the most innovative plant breeders we know. As you’ve seen on the cover, At Last rose, the first fragrant, disease-resistant landscape rose, is now available. Consumer demand for this rose has been huge – but don’t take my word for it: Google it and see for yourself.

Adding these ground-breaking new varieties to your product mix is a “no-brainer” way to innovate, which leaves you plenty of time and energy for creating positive change in other aspects of your business in the coming year. Take a good hard look at your product mix and get rid of old varieties that fail to make margin anymore. Challenge your assumptions at least once a day. Stay open to new ideas from your staff, your vendors, and your customers, the people who can offer unique perspective on what you do and how you do it.

Keep growing – keep innovating – and of course, keep smiling.
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**KEY TO ICONS**

- ☀️ Full Sun
- 🌞 Partial Shade
- 🌙 Shade
- 🌸 Bloom Color
- 🦋 Attracts Hummingbirds
- 🌱 Fragrant
- 🍃 Edible
- 🌿 Attracts Butterflies
- 🌺 Good for Cut Flowers or Foliage
- 📊 Reported Deer Resistance
- gr Growth rate in growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from smallest available liner

(We consult the Rutgers University database for this feature.)
WHY ORDER FROM SPRING MEADOW?

- **Selection**: from the mundane to the arcane, we’ve got you covered. Whether you serve commercial landscapers or high-end specialty garden centers, we offer varieties that set you apart from your competition.

- **Availability**: we grow at least two crops a year of nearly every variety to ensure you can get the plants that you and your customers want.

- **Service**: our dedicated account specialists have small territories so they can get to know you and your business, ensuring the best service and support for your team, from growers to marketing.

- **Expertise**: every shrub sold in a Proven Winners® white pot has been extensively evaluated here. As the source, we can provide growing, sales, and marketing support. We have a range of resources and sell sheets to help train your staff and increase your profits.

ABOUT US

Since our founding in 1981, Spring Meadow is committed to producing quality woody plant liners to help growers achieve maximum profitability. In 1999, we launched the ColorChoice® Shrubs brand, which introduced ‘Limelight’ hydrangea and Wine & Roses® weigela to North America. In 2004, we joined with Proven Winners® as the exclusive licensee to develop, introduce, and market shrubs under the Proven Winners® ColorChoice® brand.
**TRIALING AND R & D**

Every potential introduction into the Proven Winners® ColorChoice® line is extensively trialed and tested. In addition to our own internal breeding program, we work with breeders around the world to find the very best in flowering shrubs. Simply having consumer or retail appeal isn’t enough to merit introduction: each plant must pass a gauntlet of testing in propagation, production, retail/container presentation, and in the landscape. We trial here at Spring Meadow as well as through sites across North America. On average, it takes ten years under our auspices until a plant makes it into this catalog.

---

**YOU ARE INVITED**

The Deppe family and everyone at Spring Meadow welcome you to visit us in Grand Haven, Michigan, just a few miles from the shores of Lake Michigan. We’d be glad to give you a tour of our facilities and trial gardens any time of the year, though summer is the best season for the gardens. Grand Haven is a popular beach town with abundant boating, hiking, camping, and biking opportunities, so there’s plenty to do if your traveling companions don’t share your enthusiasm for greenhouses, watering booms, and nursery robotics. Please contact your account manager to set up a time to come by.
QUALITY YOU CAN SEE

Spring Meadow offers three liner sizes of most varieties, so you can meet the demands of your budget, climate, and production system. Our potted liners give you maximum flexibility: once you’ve received them, you can pot them as your workflow and staff levels allow. All of our liners are healthy, actively growing and produced without the use of neonicotinoid pesticides.

2 1/4” Pot - 32/Tray

4” Pot - 18/Tray

Quick Turn™ - 16/Tray
Sprinter® boxwood liners
SHIPPING
Our shipping team is committed to the safe packaging and transport of your order. Whether you order the minimum number of trays or a full truckload, your liners will be carefully picked, inspected for quality, packed, and loaded to minimize stress and damage. We ship by both dry and refrigerated trucks at 45° F (7.2° C) and can ship year-round.

MAKE ORDERING EASY
A few tips to ensure your complete satisfaction when ordering:

- **CREATE A STANDING ORDER**
  We fill standing orders first, as we propagate specifically to meet our customers’ requests. You can adjust your order up until the Wednesday before it ships.

- **ORDER EARLY**
  Our new varieties are announced in our yearly catalog, which is published in late summer. By placing your order shortly after its receipt, you secure your share of the most promising and popular plants. This is also the ideal time to review your standing order.

- **CONFIRMATION AND SHIPPING**
  Your account manager will call you two weeks before your order ships. This is a good time to make any last-minute adjustments to your order and to confirm contact information, delivery address, and any special instructions for the delivery driver.

HOW WE SHIP

Whole-truck shipments are packed on specially built racks. These sturdy racks can be moved with a forklift or pallet jack.

For LTL shipments, flats are boxed individually, then stacked on a pallet, corner-stabilized, and wrapped with plastic film.
All orders placed with Spring Meadow ship from Grand Haven, Michigan. Our central location means a short transit time to any location in Canada and the United States, ensuring that your plants arrive happy, healthy, and ready to grow. Our sales team will work with you to secure your preferred ship date so that your order arrives when you have the time, staff, and space to pot it up. If your order is placed by 9 a.m. ET on a Wednesday, we can ship the following week.

We ship to Alaska and Hawaii; please contact your account manager for details and transit time.
Our 270+ plants define our brand, and marketing is how we tell their story. With one of the most expansive and visually unique campaigns in the industry, we aim to generate demand for Proven Winners shrubs from retailers, landscapers, and homeowners so that growers like you sell more plants. Of course, you can only take advantage of that if you know what we’re doing and when we’re doing it. That’s why we created our 8 Ways to Make Proven Winners ColorChoice Marketing Work for You booklet.

This guide outlines our advertising campaigns and our print advertising schedule, so you can anticipate demand for specific varieties before the magazines are distributed. It also provides links to our library of growing, selling, and marketing resources, from ready-made social media graphics to our informative landscape spec sheets. Did you know, for example, that the Proven Winners photo library offers thousands of high quality professional images for you to use, free of charge?

Don’t leave money and opportunity on the table - contact your account manager and let him or her know how many booklets you’d like to share with your staff and customers.
WHAT’S PLANNED FOR 2018?

- Lots more video on our YouTube channel, including our easy-to-watch “30 Seconds With...” series, how-to content, and more.

- A new look for our trade ads, marketing your finished plants of our varieties to garden centers across North America.

- An informative booklet and accompanying video that explains how garden centers can create a profit-enhancing Proven Winners Shrub destination in their stores.

LOCAL ROOTS®
A PROGRAM FOR REGIONAL GROWERS

Local isn’t just a buzzword any more – it has become a way of life for people from Portland, Maine to Portland, Oregon. At farmer’s markets and restaurants, local foods command a premium price, and the same goes for plants, too. Homeowners know that locally grown shrubs are better adapted to their climate, and they want to support business in their community, state, or province. Local Roots® is your opportunity to show that these plants were produced with these considerations in mind.

This exclusive program was created especially for our customers who grow and sell regionally. It is designed to give you the flexibility to create a flowering shrub and landscaping program specially tailored to fit your local market. There are over 200 non-branded varieties on the following pages to choose from, including super hardy plants like Mega Mindy® panicle hydrangea and warm climate classics like dwarf Burford holly. Specialty growers can take advantage of niche plants like edible ‘Chicago Hardy’ fig or flashy variegated Cat’s Eye™ kerria. Even landscape staples like ‘Smaragd’ arborvitae and ‘Gro-Lo’ sumac take on a new appeal.

TAGS
Sturdy and colorful, these plastic tags provide all the basics consumers need to know to make informed decisions for their landscape. They come with elastic hanging loops and are sold in bundles of 18 or 32 (depending on variety).

POTS
Bring the message home with Local Roots® branded pots. The classic, understated design tells buyers that they are buying local without detracting the plant’s presentation. Available in one and three gallon sizes.

*Please note the unlicensed propagation of all parts of a patented plant and/or the unlicensed use of a trademark is a violation of Federal and State law. Plant tags required. This protects the plant breeders that develop these great plants.
IF YOU GROW AND SELL FOR THE LANDSCAPE MARKET, WE’RE WORKING FOR YOU!

It starts with great plants, of course. Proven Winners® ColorChoice® is committed to introducing new varieties that are strong landscape plants: adaptable, durable, and ready to solve tough landscape challenges.

Sometimes these new plants are smaller versions of old favorites, like Invincibelle Wee White® hydrangea, which is a dwarf, reblooming ‘Annabelle’. Landscapers know exactly how to use this plant, and most have a design or two that’s been waiting for just this plant.

Other new plants are more aesthetic versions of workhorse genera like Diervilla: the Kodiak® diervilla are flashier selections of this durable native plant.

The best new varieties won’t go anywhere unless people know about them, so we work hard to get the word out about these exciting new varieties. We send colorful postcards to over 20,000 landscapers every month, and visit with them at industry events like landscape design conferences, trade shows, and our customers’ own events. Interested in hosting a Proven Winners® Landscape Road Show? Talk to your account manager – we’d love to help organize one with you!

We help to educate landscapers about new varieties with plant talks and educational materials. We have spec sheets for all of our varieties as well as helpful design tools like our seasonal color chart. If you can use some of these materials for your sales team, give us a call.

But all the promotion in the world won’t help if landscapers can’t find the plants they want. Here are some of the varieties that we’ll be promoting in the coming years – make sure you’ve got plenty of them in your production plans!

- Spilled Wine® Weigela
- Gem Box® Ilex glabra
- Low Scape® Mound Aronia
- Kodiak® Diervilla
- Invincibelle® Hydrangea

The landscape market is growing rapidly, and Proven Winners® ColorChoice® is committed to being part of the success of both landscapers and the growers who supply them. If you would like more information about our landscape initiative, please email jane@springmeadownursery.com.
2018 LANDSCAPE PLANT OF THE YEAR – SPILLED WINE WEIGELA

Each year, we designate a shrub with outstanding appeal and versatility as the Landscape Plant of the Year. This plant enjoys increased advertising in national and regional magazines, a direct mail campaign to growers and landscapers, and is showcased at tradeshows and industry events. It is also supported with POP for both retailers and landscape pickup yards. The plant of the year is selected by growers and landscapers who understand the needs of the market and the range of challenging climatic conditions across North America.

Visit www.nationalplantoftheyear.com/2017-landscape-plant for more information.
PROVEN WINNERS® COLORCHOICE® SHRUBS

Allow us to present 291 ways to be more profitable. The Proven Winners® ColorChoice® line represents some of the best woody plants the world has to offer, each selected for superior performance for growers, retailers, landscapers, and consumers. These plants are backed by the industry’s most expansive marketing campaign, ensuring high demand and rapid sell-through all season long. From Abelia to Weigela, this diverse collection of flowering shrubs includes 53 genera for all climates and regions. Build your own unique program and start paving your path to profitability.
LO & BEHOLD® ‘Lilac Chip’
Buddleia - Award winner

LO & BEHOLD® ‘Pink Micro Chip’
Buddleia - Smallest of the series

LO & BEHOLD® ‘Purple Haze’
Buddleia - Wider than it is tall

‘Miss Molly’
Buddleia - Reddest buddleia

‘Miss Pearl’
Buddleia - Pure, crisp white

‘Miss Ruby’
Buddleia - Vivid flower color

‘Miss Violet’
Buddleia - Electric purple

PUGSTER® Amethyst
Buddleia - Big, vivid blooms

PUGSTER® Blue
Buddleia - True blue dwarf

PUGSTER® Periwinkle
Buddleia - Huge flowers

PUGSTER® Pink
Buddleia - Plump pink blooms

PUGSTER® White
Buddleia - Showy dwarf

‘Summer Skies’
Buddleia - Stable variegation

NORTH STAR®
Buxus - Excellent winter color

SPRINTER®
Buxus - Fast grower

WEDDING RING®
Buxus - Hardy variegated form

PEARL GLAM®
Callicarpa - Purple foliage

PURPLE PEARLS®
Callicarpa - Pink flowers

‘Aphrodite’
Calycanthus - Blooms for months

BEYOND MIDNIGHT®
Caryopteris - Dark, glossy foliage

LIL’ MISS SUNSHINE®
Caryopteris - Compact (30-36”)

SUNSHINE BLUE® II
Caryopteris - Improved yellow

SUGAR SHACK®
Cephalanthus - Versatile size

DOUBLE TAKE ORANGE™
Chaenomeles - Super-sized blooms
**Pink CHIFFON®**
*Hibiscus* - Truest pink available

**White CHIFFON®**
*Hibiscus* - Award winner

**LIL' KIM®**
*Hibiscus* - Dwarf

**LIL' KIM® Red**
*Hibiscus* - Dwarf

**LIL' KIM® Violet**
*Hibiscus* - Dwarf

**Azurri Blue SATIN®**
*Hibiscus* - Seedless blue

**Orchid SATIN®**
*Hibiscus* - Seedless and showy

**Purple SATIN®**
*Hibiscus* - Seedless summer color

**Ruffled SATIN®**
*Hibiscus* - Tropical look

**POLLYPETITE®**
*Hibiscus* - Versatile habit

**PURPLE PILLAR®**
*Hibiscus* - Narrow, fastigiate habit

**WHITE PILLAR™**
*Hibiscus* - Fastigiate white

**SUGAR TIP®**
*Hibiscus* - Seedless and variegated

**SUGAR TIP® Gold**
*Hibiscus* - Variegated purple

**INCREDBALL®**
*Hydrangea* - Huge blooms

**INCREDBALL® Blush**
*Hydrangea* - Supersized pink

**INVINCIBELLE LIMETTA®**
*Hydrangea* - Dwarf green

**INVINCIBELLE MINI MAUVETTE™**
*Hydrangea* - Purple blooms

**INVINCIBELLE® Ruby**
*Hydrangea* - Ruby-toned flowers

**INVINCIBLE SPIRIT® II**
*Hydrangea* - Reblooming pink

**INVINCIBELLE WEE WHITE®**
*Hydrangea* - Smallest yet!

**LIME RICKEY®**
*Hydrangea* - Super strong stems

**ABRACADABRA® Star**
*Hydrangea* - Black stems

**CITYLINE® Mars**
*Hydrangea* - Irresistible blooms
BRANDYWINE™
Viburnum - Excellent fall color

WABI-SABI™
Viburnum - Low and wide

EMERALD ENVY®
Viburnum - Improved ‘Alleghany’

RED BALLOON®
Viburnum - Fantastic fruit

HANDSOME DEVIL®
Viburnum - Glossy evergreen

SHINY DANCER®
Viburnum - Texture and shine

BLUE DIDDLEY®
Vitex - Dwarf

CZECHMARK SUNNY SIDE UP™
Weigela - Bright flowers

CZECHMARK TRILOGY™
Weigela - Three colors in one

CZECHMARK TWOPINK™
Weigela - Two-toned blooms

FINE WINE®
Weigela - Compact (2-3’)

GHOST®
Weigela - Heavy rebloomer

MIDNIGHT WINE®
Weigela - Miniature

MY MONET®
Weigela - Super-dwarf

MY MONET® ‘Sunset’
Weigela - Orange-red fall color

SNIPPET™ Dark Pink
Weigela - Compact dwarf

SNIPPET LIME™
Weigela - Bold foliage

SONIC BLOOM® Pearl
Weigela - Rebloomers

SONIC BLOOM® Pink
Weigela - Rebloomers

SONIC BLOOM® Red
Weigela - Rebloomers

SPILLED WINE®
Weigela - Low spreading habit

WINE & ROSES®
Weigela - Dark foliage
Abelia • Abelia

**FUNSHINE™** (A. x grandiflora ‘Minacara1’ pp#1, cbraf)
Flushes of bright marmalade-orange and caramel foliage make this new abelia a standout in the garden and garden center. A nice, rounded, dwarf habit and fragrant pinkish-white summer flowers add to its charm. The semi-evergreen foliage is glossy and burn resistant. Replaces and improves on Bronze Anniversary™ abelia.

USDA 6, AHS 9, 2-3’, gr 1
summer bloom 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻
Item #: 00412 - 2 ¼” • 00414 - 4” • 00415 - Quick Turn

**PINKY BELLS®** (A. ‘Lynn’ pp#20,604)
Pendulous, lavender-pink flowers (the largest on any abelia) appear spring-fall. New growth takes on red hues in late spring and autumn. This cross between A. schumannii ‘Bumblebee’ and A. zanderi ‘Little Richard’ has a strong root system, compact habit, and excellent container presentation.

USDA 6, AHS 9, 2-3’ tall and 3-4’ wide, gr 1
summer bloom 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻
Item #: 00622 - 2 ¼” • 00624 - 4” • 00625 - Quick Turn

**RUBY ANNIVERSARY®** (A. chinensis ‘Keiser’ pp#21,632)
Hardy and fragrant! This colorful, long-blooming selection has ruby-red new growth and bracts. Developed by Susan Keiser of Ossining, NY.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-6’, gr 1
summer bloom 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻
Item #: 00122 - 2 ¼” • 00124 - 4” • 00125 - Quick Turn

**SUNNY ANNIVERSARY®** (A. x grandiflora ‘Minduo1’ pp#24,445, cbr#5236)
Ooh la la – no other abelia matches the color of this one from Pépinières Minier! It boasts yellow blooms with pink throats and orange freckles. Large, fragrant flowers appear in mid-summer and continue through September.

USDA 6, AHS 9, 3-4’, gr 1
summer bloom 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻
Item #: 00322 - 2 ¼” • 00324 - 4” • 00325 - Quick Turn

**SWEET EMOTION®** (A. mosanensis ‘SMNAMDS’ pp#27,370, cbraf)
With its extreme hardiness, intense fragrance, and mid-spring bloom, this abelia is anything but conventional. Blooms at the perfect time for garden center merchandising – one whiff of the jasmine-scented white and pink flowers guarantees sales! Glossy foliage turns orange-red in autumn.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 5-6’, gr 1
spring bloom 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻
Item #: 00572 - 2 ¼” • 00574 - 4” • 00575 - Quick Turn

**FAIRY DANCE™** (A. x ‘Minedward’ pp#22,360)
This floriferous abelia is a great production plant, with a neat, tidy presentation in the container and in the garden. It’s a little ball of soft lavender blooms from July to October. Evergreen in mild climates and semi-evergreen in cooler areas.

USDA 6, AHS 9, 2-4”, gr 1, summer bloom 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻 🌻
Item #: 00212 - 2 ¼” • 00214 - 4”
**Acer palmatum** • Japanese maple

Family: Sapindaceae (Acer: Latin word meaning sharp or fierce; palmatum, palm-like)

‘Butterfly’

Appealing green and white variegation on small, finely cut leaves creates color and texture. A very nice small tree, typically multi-stemmed. Liners are grown on their own roots.

USDA 5, AHS 7, 4-8', gr 1, foliage plant

Item #: 00985 - Quick Turn

‘Katsura’

One of the first trees to emerge in spring, giving its glowing orange-gold foliage even greater impact. Long, elegantly lobed leaves turn lime green in summer and vivid coppery tones in autumn. Classic Japanese maple form is ideal for landscapes or large containers. Liners are grown on their own roots.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 10-12', gr 1, foliage plant

Item #: 00995 - Quick Turn

‘Seiryu’ (A. p. var. dissectum)

Extremely finely dissected foliage makes this upright, tree-form variety a textural force in the landscape. Green foliage turns bright red in fall. One of the easiest Japanese maples to grow, especially from our heavy, own-root liners.

USDA 5, AHS 7, 10-15', gr 1, foliage plant

Item #: 01015 - Quick Turn

**Aronia • Chokeberry**

Family: Rosaceae (Aronia: modified from Aria, a species of Sorbus)

‘Brilliantissima’ (A. arbutifolia)

White spring flowers, glossy red berries, shiny foliage, and brilliant fall color make this versatile, adaptable plant a favorite of landscapers. Excellent fruit production. Native. Awards: GMPA.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 6-8', gr 1, spring bloom

Item #: 02522 - 2 ¼” • 02524 - 4”

LOW SCAPE® ‘Hedger’ (A. melanocarpa ‘UCONNAM166’ ppaf, cbraf)

Form follows function with this compact, narrow form of aronia, making it the perfect, carefree plant for narrow hedges, screening, or mass plantings. Requires less care and maintenance than ‘Viking.’ Dark green, glossy foliage turns bright red in autumn. Developed by Drs. Mark Brand and Bryan Connolly of the University of Connecticut. Native.

USDA 3, AHS 9, 3-5’ tall and 2-3’ wide, gr 1

spring bloom

Item #: 02832 - 2 ¼” • 02834 - 4” • 02835 - Quick Turn

LOW SCAPE® ‘Mound’ (A. m. ‘UCONNAM165’ ppaf, cbraf)

Cute as a button yet tough as nails, this remarkable new dwarf aronia may be the closest thing to the perfect landscape plant. Adaptable to wet or dry soils, this little beauty has deep green glossy foliage, loads of white spring flowers, purple-black fruit in summer, and intense red-orange autumn color. Ideal for mass planting as groundcover or bank stabilization. Developed by Dr. Mark Brand of the University of Connecticut. Native.

USDA 3, AHS 9, 1-2’ tall and 2’ wide, gr 1

spring bloom

Item #: 02822 - 2 ¼” • 02824 - 4” • 02825 - Quick Turn

‘Viking’ (A. m.)

Attractive glossy leaves with superb red autumn color make tree-like ‘Viking’ a winner for commercial and residential landscapes. Showy floral display begins early in spring. Large, attractive black fruits persist through winter and are reportedly high in vitamins. Developed in Europe as an orchard plant. Native.

USDA 3, AHS 9, 3-6’, gr 1, spring bloom

Item #: 02852 - 2 ¼” • 02854 - 4”

**Aucuba japonica • Japanese aucuba**

Family: Garryaceae (Aucuba: Latinized version of aokiba, the Japanese word for the plant)

‘Picturata’

A lush and colorful evergreen for shade. Thick, glossy leaves sport a showy central yellow splotch, and green margins are peppered with yellow dots. The deep purple maroon flowers bear red fruit if a male variety is present. Surprisingly hardy; can also be grown indoors.

USDA 7 (6b), AHS 10, 4-6’, gr 1, spring bloom

Item #: 02894 - 4”
AWARDS: AGM Royal Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit • GCA Growers Choice Award • GMPA Gold Medal Plant Award, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society • PSC Ohio Plant Selection Committee • CARY Cary Award • MOBOT Missouri Botanic Garden  – NOTE: gr - number of growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from the smallest available liner
**Berberis thunbergii** • Barberry

*Every barberry we offer is certified wheat-rust free.*

**SUNJOY® Cinnamon** *(B. t. ‘Celeste’ pp24,586)*

Dark orange foliage and compact branching create a whole new look for barberry. Excellent for low-maintenance, season-long color in hedges or foundation planting.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 4-5', gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03052 - 2 ¼’ • 03054 - 4’ • 03055 - Quick Turn**

**SUNJOY® Citrus** *(B. t. ‘Koren’ pp24,618)*

This significant improvement over *Berberis Aurora* sports a neat, rounded habit that results in a uniform, ball-shaped plant with appealing container presentation. This plant was evaluated for over five years in full sun to ensure its gold foliage demonstrated excellent burn resistance.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 2-3', gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03252 - 2 ¼’ • 03254 - 4’ • 03255 - Quick Turn**

**SUNJOY® Gold Beret** *(B. t. ‘Faliago’ pp20,602)*

Compact color! This unique, dwarf, low-mounding gold barberry has attractive red new growth and red fall color, and has proven burn-resistant in side-by-side tests with conventional yellow leaf barberries.

Awards: MOBOT Tried and True; RHS Award of Garden Merit.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 6-12', gr 1.5, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 04132 - 2 ¼’ • 04134 - 4’ • 04135 - Quick Turn**

**SUNJOY® Gold Pillar** *(B. t. ‘Maria’ pp18,082)*

Similar in shape to ‘Helmond Pillar’, with bright golden foliage, red new growth and stunning orange-red autumn foliage. Proven burn-resistant in side-by-side tests with conventional yellow leaf barberries.

Awards: MOBOT Tried and True; AGM; Bronze Medal Plantarium.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 3-4', gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03872 - 2 ¼’ • 03874 - 4’ • 03875 - Quick Turn**

**SUNJOY MINI MAROON** *(B. t. ‘NCBX1’ ppaf, cbraf)*

This changes everything! Introducing the first-ever sterile, rust resistant ornamental barberry. A dwarf, low-mounded ‘Concorde’-like plant with dark burgundy-purple foliage that is often accented with an attractive green margin. Multiple years of university testing has shown 0-1.2% seed viability.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 2-3', gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03602 - 2 ¼’ • 03604 - 4’ • 03605 - Quick Turn**

**SUNJOY® Mini Saffron** *(B. t. ‘Kasia’ pp24,817)*

Looking for a dwarf golden mounding barberry that grows fast enough to be profitable? This is it. Shines even in the heat of the summer thanks to excellent burn resistance. The foliage has hints of orange in the new growth and orange-red fall color.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 1.5-2' tall and 24-30' wide, gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03242 - 2 ¼’ • 03244 - 4’ • 03245 - Quick Turn**

**SUNJOY® Mini Salsa** *(B. t. ‘Mimi’ pp24,841)*

An improved ‘Crimson Pygmy’ that offers vivid, dark red foliage with no threat of reversion, ensuring every crop is consistently compact and colorful.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 1.5-2' gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03342 - 2 ¼’ • 03344 - 4’ • 03345 - Quick Turn**

**SUNJOY® Tangelo** *(B. t. ‘O’Byrne’ pp26,546)*

Bright and cheery, *SUNJOY® Tangelo* barberry has vivid orange foliage that develops a distinctive chartreuse margin. More vigorous than similar such barberries, it shines from spring to fall.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 3-4', gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03862 - 2 ¼’ • 03864 - 4’ • 03865 - Quick Turn**

**SUNJOY TODO™** *(B. x ‘NCBX1’ ppaf, cbraf)*

There’s lots to love about this sterile, disease-resistant barberry: super glossy, semi-evergreen foliage with deep purple color; tidy, semi-dwarf, and mounded habit. Shiny, attractive, bright yellow-orange flowers give way to berries, but university testing has shown that this wide, complex hybrid produces no seed.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 1.5-2', gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03612 - 2 ¼’ • 03614 - 4’ • 03615 - Quick Turn**

**‘Concorde’**

A tidy ball of velvety, deep purple foliage. Developed by Wavecrest Nursery.

Import permit required for Canadian shipments.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 1.5', gr 1.5, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03852 - 2 ¼’ • 03854 - 4’**

**‘Crimson Pygmy’** *(syn. *atropurpurea* ‘Nama’)*

Our pure strain of true-to-name, dwarf, dense ‘Crimson Pygmy’ off our verified field stock plants. Awards: AGM.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 1.5-2', gr 1.5, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03882 - 2 ¼’ • 03884 - 4’**

**‘Helmond Pillar’**

Exquisite deep purple, narrow column that adds structure and color to the garden.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 4-5', gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03782 - 2 ¼’ • 03784 - 4’**

**‘Rose Glow’**

Colorful rose-pink mottled foliage matures to a deep purple, then turns hot pink/purple in fall. Import permit required for Canadian shipments. Awards: AGM.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 4-5', gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 03962 - 2 ¼’ • 03964 - 4’**

**Betula x plettkei** • Birch

Family: Betulaceae (Bet-ul-a: from the Latin word for pitch or tar)

**CESKY GOLD™** *(B. p. ppaf, cbraf)*

A dwarf, shrubby birch with neat, tiny leaves that emerge orange-red and mature to yellow. Let its natural multi-stemmed habit shine, or shape, shear, or train into a low hedge or a miniature patio tree. Exceptionally hardy. Awards: Green is Life Silver Medal in Poland. Developed by Michal Andrusic from the Czech Republic.

USDA 2, AHS 7, 2-4', gr 1, foliage plant 🌿

**Item #: 04442 - 2 ¼’ • 04444 - 4’ • 04445 - Quick Turn**

Call Spring Meadow Nursery at (800) 633-8859 or visit us online at www.SpringMeadowNursery.com
Buddleia • Butterfly Bush

Family: Loganiaceae (Buddleia: after Adam Buddle, English botanist)

LO & BEHOLD® Series

The original non-invasive dwarf buddleia! This series of six colorful cultivars flowers continuously without deadheading. Growers can typically finish these and ship in-bloom plants 10-12 weeks after potting liners; they also offer tremendous versatility for landscapers. Developed by Dr. Dennis Warner of NCSU.

LO & BEHOLD® ‘Blue Chip’ (B. ‘Blue Chip’ pp#19,991, cbra#302)

One of the highest rated cultivars in the RHS All European Buddleia Trial, ‘Blue Chip’ has become a go-to plant for retailers and landscapers. Awards: Gold Medal best new plant at Salon du Vegetal; Best New Plant Mid-Am; Top Buddleia RHS at Wisley Gardens; Gold Medal Plantarium 2009.*

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2-2.5’, gr 0.5
summer rebloomer

Item #: 07092 - 2 ¼” • 07094 - 4” • 07095 - Quick Turn


Meet the heir apparent to Lo & Behold® ‘Blue Chip’: smaller, less brittle and much earlier blooming. Flowers are larger, bluer, more upright, and are accented by silvery foliage. Great for mass plantings, containers or mixed into perennial gardens. Flowers early summer to frost.*

USDA 5, AHS 9, 1.5-2.5’, gr 0.5
summer rebloomer

Item #: 04632 - 2 ¼” • 04634 - 4” • 04635 - Quick Turn

LO & BEHOLD® ‘Ice Chip’ (B. ‘Ice Chip’ pp#24,015, cbr#4664)

Its neat, low-spreading habit makes ‘Ice Chip’ the perfect flowering groundcover. Crisp white blooms float above the silvery foliage. Awards: Bronze Medal Plantarium 2012. Flowers earlier than ‘Blue Chip’.*

USDA 5, AHS 9, 1.5-2’ tall and 2-2.25’ wide, gr 0.5
summer rebloomer

Item #: 04612 - 2 ¼” • 04614 - 4” • 04615 - Quick Turn

LO & BEHOLD® ‘Lilac Chip’ (B. ‘Lilac Chip’ pp#24,016, cbr#4663)


USDA 5, AHS 9, 1.5-2’ tall and 2-2.25’ wide, gr 0.5
summer rebloomer

Item #: 04602 - 2 ¼” • 04604 - 4” • 04605 - Quick Turn

LO & BEHOLD® ‘Pink Micro Chip’ (B. ‘Pink Micro Chip’ pp#26,547, cbraf)

A whole new color for the Lo & Behold® series, ‘Pink Micro Chip’ is a small plant with an abundance of uniquely colored blooms, giving this butterfly bush the look of a salvia with buddleia’s long-blooming habit.*

USDA 5, AHS 9, 1.5-2’, gr 0.5
summer rebloomer

Item #: 05872 - 2 ¼” • 05874 - 4” • 05875 - Quick Turn

LO & BEHOLD® ‘Purple Haze’ (B. ‘Purple Haze’ pp#24,514, cbr#4447)

The unique horizontal, low-spreading habit and feathery, deep green leaves make it an excellent ground covering plant. Dark purple spires of blooms radiate outward and downward like a purple pinwheel. Award: Silver Medal at Groot Groen 2013.*

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2-3’ tall and 3’ wide, gr 0.5
summer rebloomer

Item #: 04554 - 4” • 04555 - Quick Turn

Lo & Behold® Size, Bloom Onset, and Color Comparison

Bloom order:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early Summer</th>
<th>Mid Summer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lo &amp; Behold®</th>
<th>Blue Chip Jr.</th>
<th>Lilac Chip</th>
<th>Ice Chip</th>
<th>Pink Micro Chip</th>
<th>Purple Haze</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USDA 5, AHS 9</td>
<td>1.5-2’ tall and 2-2.25’ wide</td>
<td>1.5-2’ tall and 2-2.25’ wide</td>
<td>1.5-2’ tall and 2-2.25’ wide</td>
<td>1.5-2’, gr 0.5</td>
<td>2-3’ tall and 3’ wide, gr 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTE: gr - number of growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from the smallest available liner
**LO & BEHOLD® 'Pink Micro Chip' Buddleia**

**LO & BEHOLD® 'Purple Haze' Buddleia**

**LO & BEHOLD® 'Miss Molly' Buddleia**

**LO & BEHOLD® 'Miss Pearl' Buddleia**

**LO & BEHOLD® 'Miss Ruby' Buddleia**

**LO & BEHOLD® 'Miss Violet' Buddleia**

Good Golly! If you think ‘Miss Ruby’ has awesome flower color, this plant pushes the spectrum even further with dark sangria-red blooms. The red color may be more pronounced in the south. This compact variety is half the size of a typical buddleia. Developed by Dr. Dennis Werner of NCSU.*

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5*, gr 0.5, summer bloom 🌸 ❄️ 🌸 🌸 🌸

**Item #:** 04532 - 2 1/4" • 04534 - 4" • 04535 - Quick Turn

The newest addition to the “Miss” series, ‘Miss Pearl’ has the same compact, well-branched growth habit and strong flowering as its sisters with elegant, pure white flowers. This compact variety is half the size of a typical buddleia. Developed by Dr. Dennis Werner of NCSU.*

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5*, gr 0.5, summer bloom 🌸 ❄️ 🌸 🌸 🌸

**Item #:** 06722 - 2 1/4" • 06724 - 4" • 06725 - Quick Turn

‘Miss Ruby’ is a sweetheart of a plant noted for its compact habit and remarkable red-pink blooms. Developed by Dr. Dennis Werner of NCSU. Award: RHS Award of Garden Merit*.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5*, gr 0.5, summer bloom 🌸 ❄️ 🌸 🌸 🌸

**Item #:** 07042 - 2 1/4" • 07044 - 4" • 07045 - Quick Turn

‘Miss Violet’ shares the commendable qualities of the three “Miss” buddleia, but offers loads of irresistible bright purple-violet flowers. Another great introduction from Dr. Dennis Werner of NCSU. Award: DGA Green Thumb, 2016.*

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5*, gr 0.5, summer bloom 🌸 ❄️ 🌸 🌸 🌸

**Item #:** 05842 - 2 1/4" • 05844 - 4" • 05845 - Quick Turn

* These non-invasive inter-specific varieties are permitted for sale in Oregon and Washington State.
Buddleia continued

**PUGSTER® Series**

A whole new look for butterfly bush! Pugster® buddleia are the first to combine dwarf habit with very large, highly fragrant blooms. Dense foliage and branching provides a lush look in the landscape. Thick, sturdy stems ensure additional hardiness in areas where other buddleia experience winter dieback. Easy and profitable in production, Pugster buddleia quickly develop into a saleable, in-bloom plants with minimal inputs required.

**PUGSTER® Amethyst** (B. ‘SMNBDL’ ppaf, cbrf)

Fun, fat, and fabulous flowerheads of rich amethyst color adorn this stocky dwarf buddleia.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2’, gr 0.5

summer rebloomer

Item #: 06474 - 4” • 06475 - Quick Turn

**PUGSTER® Blue** (B. ‘SMNBDBT’ ppaf, cbrf)

Finally, a better blue! Enticing dark violet-blue flower heads adorn this short, stocky shrub.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2’, gr 0.5

summer rebloomer

Item #: 06944 - 4” • 06945 - Quick Turn

**PUGSTER® Periwinkle** (B. ‘SMNBDO’ ppaf, cbrf)

Plump, periwinkle-purple flower heads cover this short, stocky shrub.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2’, gr 0.5

summer rebloomer, fragrant

Item #: 06914 - 4” • 06915 - Quick Turn

**PUGSTER® Pink** (B. ‘SMNBDPT’ ppaf, cbrf)

Very dense taffy-pink flower heads grace this short, stocky shrub.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2’, gr 0.5

summer rebloomer

Item #: 06994 - 4” • 06995 - Quick Turn

**PUGSTER® White** (B. ‘SMNBDW’ ppaf, cbrf)

Big, thick, pure white flower heads cover this short, stocky shrub.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2’, gr 0.5

summer rebloomer

Item #: 06884 - 4” • 06885 - Quick Turn

**‘Summer Skies’** (B. pp#22,465)

Dramatic yellow and green variegated foliage provides interest before and beyond the blooms on this showy buddleia. Lavender-purple flower spikes are practically an afterthought to the boldly colored leaves. Highly stable and scorch-resistant, even in full sun. Developed by William Smith and Mark Brand at the University of Connecticut.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5’, gr 0.5

summer bloom

Item #: 06464 - 4” • 06465 - Quick Turn

**AWARDS: AGM Royal Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit • GCA Growers Choice Award • GMPA Gold Medal Plant Award, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society • PSC Ohio Plant Selection Committee • CARY Cary Award • MOBOT Missouri Botanic Garden**

NOTE: gr - number of growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from the smallest available liner
**Buxus • Boxwood**

Family: Buxaceae (Bux-us: ancient Latin name)

**CHICAGOLAND GREEN** (B. × ‘Glencoe’)

Chicagoland Green® boxwood is the faster-growing sister to ‘Green Velvet’, with a compact spreading habit and excellent hardiness.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 2-3’, gr 1.5, evergreen ★★★

Item #: 07752 - 2 ¼” • 07754 - 4”

**‘Graham Blandy’ (B. sempervirens)**

This cultivar was named to honor Graham F. Blandy, who in 1926 bequeathed more than 700 acres of his property to the University of Virginia to establish Blandy Experimental Farm. Selected at the farm in 1949, it has a fantastic dense columnar form that works in any landscape composition and creates a fine hedge.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 6-9’, gr 2, evergreen ★★★

Item #: 07682 - 2 ¼” • 07684 - 4”

**‘Green Beauty’ (B. microphylla var. japonica)**

An excellent boxwood with durable dark green foliage that’s tinged with bronze in cold weather. Superior heat and drought tolerance and good resistance to boxwood blight.

USDA 6, AHS 9, 4-6’, gr 2, evergreen ★★★

Item #: 07532 - 2 ¼” • 07534 - 4”

**‘Green Gem’**

A compact, hardy boxwood with outstanding hardiness and good winter color. Seldom needs pruning. A superior selection from Sheridan Nurseries of Canada.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 3-4’, gr 1.5, evergreen ★★★

Item #: 07762 - 2 ¼” • 07764 - 4”

**‘Green Mountain’**

Extremely hardy hybrid cultivar with an upright form. Introduced by Sheridan Nurseries.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5’, gr 1.5, evergreen ★★★

Item #: 07802 - 2 ¼” • 07804 - 4”

**‘Green Velvet’**


USDA 5, AHS 8, 2-3’, gr 1.5, evergreen ★★★

Item #: 07852 - 2 ¼” • 07854 - 4”

**NORTH STAR®** (B. × ‘Katerberg’ pp#15,998, cbr#2635)

This hardy, dense globe requires little if any pruning to form a low, dense hedge. Shiny dark leaves maintain good winter color. Testing at NCSU has put this variety at the top of the list for boxwood blight resistance. Developed by Gary Katerberg of Evergreen Nursery in Michigan.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2-2.5’, gr 1.5, evergreen ★★★

Item #: 07722 - 2 ¼” • 07724 - 4” • 07725 - Quick Turn

**SPRINTER®** (B. m. ‘Bulthouse’ pp#25,896, cbr#5282)

An excellent production plant at finishes twice as fast as conventional boxwood. Its glossy evergreen foliage is attractive year-round. The upright habit and superior hardiness make it great for hedging.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2-4’, gr 1, evergreen ★★★

Item #: 07442 - 2 ¼” • 07444 - 4” • 07445 - Quick Turn
**AWARDS:** AGM Royal Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit • GCA Growers Choice Award • GMPA Gold Medal Plant Award, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society • PSC Ohio Plant Selection Committee • CARY Cary Award • MOBOT Missouri Botanic Garden  
**NOTE:** gr - number of growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from the smallest available liner

**Buxus continued**

**WEDDING RING®** (B. m. var. koreana ‘Eseles’ pp#22,328, cb#4595)
No other variegated boxwood has the hardiness and gloss of Wedding Ring®. This evergreen, selected by Gary Katerberg, breeder of North Star™ boxwood, has rich, glossy green foliage with a lime margin that matures to gold as summer progresses. It holds its color in summer and winter. Testing at NCSU has put this variety at the top of the list for boxwood blight resistance.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 1-3', gr 2, evergreen  
**Item #:** 07612 - 2 ¼" • 07614 - 4" • 07615 - Quick Turn

**‘Winter Gem’** (B. m.)
A popular evergreen for small hedges. This very hardy cultivar takes on a bronze hue in winter, becoming green again in spring. It shows good resistance to boxwood blight.

USDA 5b, AHS 9, 2-3', gr 1.5, evergreen  
**Item #:** 07622 - 2 ¼" • 07624 - 4"

---

**Callicarpa • Beautyberry**
Family: Verbenaceae (Calli-carpa: Greek for beautiful fruit)

**‘Early Amethyst’** (C. dichotoma)
Bright purple berries appear earlier in fall than other varieties, providing more enjoyment and better sales. Some believe it is the same plant as C. ‘Issai’. MOBOT Plant of Merit.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 3-4’, gr 0.5, summer bloom, fall berries  
**Item #:** 08152 - 2 ¼" • 08154 - 4"

**PEARL GLAM®** (C. x ‘NCCX2’ ppaf, cbraf)
Don’t settle for just colorful autumn berries: this hybrid cultivar sports attractive purple foliage to provide season-long interest. Abundant white flowers in summer develop into large purple-violet berries. This vigorous, upright plant looks neat in a container and the garden. Developed by Dr. Tom Ranney of NC State University.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 4-5’, gr 0.5, summer bloom, fall berries  
**Item #:** 08162 - 2 ¼" • 08164 - 4" • 08165 - Quick Turn

**PURPLE PEARLS®** (C. x ‘NCCX1’ pp#26,000)
This cross between C. dichotoma and C. kwangtungensis combines distinctive pink flowers and purple-tinged foliage for a colorful display beyond the very large purple-violet berries that develop in autumn. This vigorous plant has a distinctive upright habit.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 4-5’, gr 0.5, summer bloom, fall berries  
**Item #:** 08302 - 2 ¼" • 08304 - 4" • 08305 - Quick Turn

**Calycanthus • Sweetshrub**
Family: Calycanthaceae (Calyc-anthus: Greek for calyx and flower)

**‘Aphrodite’** (C. x pp#24,014)
Think of ‘Aphrodite’ as a shrubby, summer-blooming, red flowered magnolia and you’ll understand its potential and appeal. The flowers of this very long-blooming hybrid are fragrant and very large, appearing for months against handsome glossy foliage. Developed by Dr. Tom Ranney of NCSU.

USDA 5b, AHS 9, 5-8” tall and wide, gr 0.5, summer bloom  
**Item #:** 08364 - 4" • 08365 - Quick Turn

**‘Venus’** (C. x raulstonii pp#15,925)
Large, white magnolia-like flowers in early summer produce a powerful fragrance of strawberries, melons, and spices. A complex hybrid between both North American natives and Sinocalycanthus by Dr. Tom Ranney of NCSU.

USDA 5b, AHS 9, 5-6”, gr 0.5, summer bloom  
**Item #:** 08372 - 2 ¼” • 08374 - 4"

**Caryopteris • Bluebeard**
Family: Verbenaceae (Car-o-opteris: Greek for nut and wing)

**BEYOND MIDNIGHT®** (C. x clandonensis ‘CT-9-12’ pp#27,426, cb#45414)
Dark and dreamy! With its extremely dark glossy foliage, compact habit and rich blue flowers, it’s a staff favorite that you’ll fall in love with, too. And did we mention it’s super fast to produce? Developed by Danziger – “Dan” Flower Farm.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 24-30”, gr 0.5, summer bloom  
**Item #:** 08722 - 2 ¼" • 08724 - 4" • 08725 - Quick Turn
**Lil’ Miss Sunshine®** *(C. x clandonensis ‘Janice’ pp#22,160)*

Shiny yellow foliage, a neat compact habit, and an abundance of blue flowers in late summer. Award: Silver Medal Plantarium 2010.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2.5-3’, gr 0.5, summer bloom

Item #: 08412 - 2 ¼” • 08414 - 4” • 08415 - Quick Turn

**Sunshine Blue® II** *(C. incana ‘SMNCVH’ pp#28,093, cbraf)*

An improved yellow leaved caryopteris that has proven itself in our trials to be the most adaptable and hardiest yet. Attractive yellow to lime-green foliage holds up to hot weather, contrasting with vivid blue flowers in late summer.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 3’, gr 0.5, summer bloom

Item #: 08552 - 2 ¼” • 08554 - 4” • 08555 - Quick Turn

---

**Ceanothus** • New Jersey Tea

Family: Rhamnaceae (Ceano-thus: ancient Greek name)

‘Julia Phelps’ *(C. roweanus x C. impressus)*

Fragrant blue flowers cover this shrub in spring. A drought-tolerant evergreen with interesting foliage texture, it’s a good addition to wildlife gardens. This California mountain lilac was introduced by Saratoga Horticultural Foundation.

USDA 8, AHS 10, 5-7’, gr 1, spring bloom

Item #: 08872 - 2 ¼” • 08874 - 4”

**Cephalanthus occidentalis** • Buttonbush

Family: Rubiaceae (Cephal-anthus: Greek compound, head and flower, or flowers in heads)

SUGAR SHACK® *(C. occidentalis ‘SMCOSS’ pp#26,543, cbr#5124)*

Buttonbush has long been prized as a native flowering shrub, but it was too big for most residential landscapes. Not anymore. We’ve reduced the size by half, and selected for red fruit and glossy red-tipped foliage. Add cool looking, fragrant, white flowers and you have the perfect plant that shines from spring to fall. Native.

USDA 4, AHS 10, 3-4’, gr 1, summer bloom

Item #: 09292 - 2 ¼” • 09294 - 4” • 09295 - Quick Turn

**Cephalotaxus harringtonia** • Plum Yew

Family: (Cephalo-taxus: Headed-yew, referring to spore-bearing clusters)

‘Duke Gardens’

Discovered as a horizontally spreading sport of ‘Fastigiata’ in 1959 at Sarah P. Duke Gardens in Durham, NC. It has dense growth and dark foliage – a striking and reliable foundation shrub. ‘Duke Gardens’ is a female form of plum yew, and will bear fruit if a male is planted in the vicinity. Award: GMPA.

USDA 6(5), AHS 10, 2-3’, gr 2, evergreen

Item #: 09102 - 2 ¼”

‘Fastigiata’

Heat tolerance and deer resistance suggest the use of this attractive columnar plant over Taxus ‘Hicksii’. The narrow, soft needles are arranged spirally on the stem for a unique textural quality.

USDA 6(5), AHS 9, 8-10’, gr 2, evergreen

Item #: 09152 - 2 ¼” • 09154 - 4”

‘Fritz Huber’

This elegant, prostrate selection of Japanese plum yew is deer-resistant, shade tolerant, and reportedly sun tolerant as far south as Houston, Texas. In our west Michigan test garden, it has proven to be an attractive, hardy evergreen that holds its color through winter.

USDA 6(5), AHS 10, 2-3’, gr 2, evergreen

Item #: 09182 - 2 ¼” • 09184 - 4”

**Cercis** • Redbud

Family: Fabaceae (Cers-is: ancient Greek name)

‘Don Egolf’ *(C. chinensis)*

This compact, shrubby redbud from the National Arboretum is a great choice for smaller gardens. Vivid rosy-mauve flowers cover every inch of the stems in spring and do not produce seed. It has handsome, dark green foliage and good disease resistance. Named in honor of the late great plant breeder Don Egolf. Award: VA Plant of Merit.

USDA 6, AHS 8, 6-8’, gr 1.5, spring bloom

Item #: 09602 - 2 ¼” • 09604 - 4”

Call Spring Meadow Nursery at (800) 633-8859 or visit us online at www.SpringMeadowNursery.com
AWARDS: AGM Royal Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit • GCA Growers Choice Award • GMPA Gold Medal Plant Award, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society • PSC Ohio Plant Selection Committee • CARY Cary Award • MOBOT Missouri Botanic Garden – NOTE: gr - number of growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from the smallest available liner

**Chaenomeles** • Quince

**DOUBLE TAKE™ Series**

Double Take™ quince are anything but conventional, starting with their spectacular spring display of big, double, camellia-like flowers. Stems are completely thornless! These heat and drought tolerant plants are excellent for hedging, mass planting, and cut flower production. They produce few to no fruits. Developed by Dr. Thomas Ranney and his team at the Mountain Horticultural Crops Research & Extension Center in Asheville, NC.

**DOUBLE TAKE ORANGE™**

(C. s. 'Orange Storm' pp#20,950)

Large, vivid orange blooms burst open in early spring with sporadic rebloom late in the season.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5’, gr 1, spring bloom 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 10202 - 2 ¼” • 10204 - 4” • 10205 - Quick Turn

**DOUBLE TAKE PEACH™**

(C. speciosa ‘NCCS4’ ppaf)

Double Take Peach™ quince adds a new color to this series of exceptionally long-blooming ornamentals. It has the same thornless stems and large camellia-like blooms you’ve come to love, but in a delicate coral color.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5’, gr 1, spring bloom 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 09652 - 2 ¼” • 09654 - 4” • 09655 - Quick Turn

**DOUBLE TAKE PINK™**

(C. s. ‘Pink Storm’ pp#20,920)

Deep pink flowers put on a stunning spring show in the garden center or the landscape.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5’, gr 1, spring bloom 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 10352 - 2 ¼” • 10354 - 4” • 10355 - Quick Turn

**DOUBLE TAKE SCARLET™**

(C. s. ‘Scarlet Storm’ pp#20,951)

Velvety, lipstick-red flowers are a sight to behold in early spring. Long blooming with occasional repeat blooms during summer.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5’, gr 1, spring bloom 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 09462 - 2 ¼” • 09464 - 4” • 09465 - Quick Turn

Keith Hansen, @easttexasgarden, took to Twitter to share his experience with Double Take™ quince with us:

“Double Take Orange quince is still blooming at the end of April in Texas – the season for most quinces ended a couple of months ago!”
**Chamaecyparis • False Cypress**

Family: Cupressaceae (Chamae-cyparis: Greek for a dwarf or on the ground cypress)

**PINPOINT™ Blue** (C. lawsoniana 'SMNCLBF' ppaf, cbraf)
A super slender, upright evergreen selection of Lawson’s false cypress. Foliage is an array of soft, fern-like fronds in beautiful rich blue. It makes a striking focal point or a narrow hedge.

- USDA 5, AHS 7, 15-20”, gr 1, evergreen
- Item #: 11824 - 4” • 11825 - Quick Turn

**PINPOINT™ Blue & Gold** (C. l. 'SMNCLGTB' ppaf, cbraf)
A fascinating combination of blue foliage tipped with bright green on a narrow upright evergreen. The soft fern-like foliage makes for a stately, elegant statement. Ideal for containers and space-saving hedges.

- USDA 5, AHS 7, 15-20”, gr 1, evergreen
- Item #: 11855 - Quick Turn

**‘Crippsii’** (C. obtusa)
Golden fern-leaf false cypress. A small, loosely conical tree with golden fern-like foliage. A favorite of landscapers and designers. Award: AGM.

- USDA 4, AHS 8, 8-12’, gr 2, evergreen
- Item #: 10602 - 2 ¼” • 10604 - 4”

Yellow, thread-like foliage makes this an excellent texture plant. Relatively low, semi-weeping habit. The golden-yellow color persists if sited in full sun, unlike many other “golden” cultivars which fade to yellow-green by mid-summer.

- USDA 4, AHS 8, 5-6’, gr 1.5, evergreen
- Item #: 11922 - 2 ¼” • 11924 - 4”

**RAY OF LIGHT™** (C. p. ‘RIKACPMC’ ppaf)
A picturesque, pyramidal false cypress that exhibits colorful foliage, radiating from white to gold to green. Developed by noted plantswoman Rika Bronsther of Long Island, NY.

- USDA 5, AHS 7, 8-10’, gr 1.5, evergreen
- Item #: 10822 - 2 ¼” • 10824 - 4”

**SOFT SERVE® Gold** (C. p. ‘FARROWCGMS’ ppaf, cbraf)
A new compact, pyramidal Sawara false cypress, with graceful, bright golden, fern-like foliage. Hardy and burn resistant, this small evergreen is a gold version of the original Soft Serve® chamaecyparis. Discovered as a sport on a select strain of ‘Gold Mop’ by noted plantsman Mike Farrow of Maryland.

- USDA 4, AHS 8, 6-10’ height, gr 1, evergreen
- Item #: 11982 - 2 ¼” • 11984 - 4” • 11985 - Quick Turn

**‘Sungold’** (C. p.)
A dwarf, slow-growing globe or broad pyramid with bright, golden thread-like foliage that does not fade in the summer.

- USDA 4, AHS 8, 2.5-3’, gr 1.5, evergreen
- Item #: 12022 - 2 ¼” • 12024 - 4”
AWARDS: AGM Royal Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit • GCA Growers Choice Award • GMPA Gold Medal Plant Award, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society • PSC Ohio Plant Selection Committee • CARY Cary Award • MOBOT Missouri Botanic Garden – NOTE: gr - number of growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from the smallest available liner
Clematis • Clematis

Family: Ranunculaceae (Clematis: ancient Greek name for climbing vine)

Clematis Collection

There’s no shortage of beautiful clematis out there, but the genus has often frustrated and confused growers and gardeners alike. After years of evaluation, we have selected the following varieties for their vigor, disease resistance, and exceptional floral display. These appealing vines take the guesswork out of growing clematis and offer unique flower color and form, as well as long bloom times. Fast growth rate ensures more turns and higher profits. If you’re new to clematis production, ask your account manager for our growing sheets.

Brother Stefan®

Blue as blue can be! Large flowers are borne profusely in June and July on old wood, reappearing later in the season on new wood. It is useful for growing over low fences, trellises, poles and other garden supports. It can also climb over natural supports, such as deciduous and coniferous shrubs and dwarf shrubs that don’t require hard pruning. Simply prune it back to 2’ each spring. Awards: Green is Life Gold Medal. Developed by Szczepan Marczynski of Poland.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 5-7’, gr 1, summer rebloomer

Item #: 15482 - 2 ¼” • 15484 - 4” • 15485 - Quick Turn

‘Diamond Ball’

The cool icy-violet flowers are semi-spherical in shape, and reach 4-5” in diameter. Blooms profusely on both old and new wood from June through August. Awards: Plantarium Press Award 2013; Gold Medal Flowers 2013, Moscow.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 5-6’, gr 1, summer rebloomer

Item #: 15442 - 2 ¼” • 15444 - 4” • 15445 - Quick Turn

Happy Jack® Purple

This improved ‘Jackmanii’ blooms from mid-summer into fall, and is noted for its intense purple flower color and large (3-5”) blooms. An easy to grow clematis from Wim Snoeijer of the Netherlands. It flowers on new wood and old wood so you simply prune it back to 2’ each spring.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 6-8’, gr 1, summer rebloomer

Item #: 15432 - 2 ¼” • 15434 - 4” • 15435 - Quick Turn

Jolly Good™

Abundant light purple flowers cover this new wood blooming clematis all summer long. Creamy white stamens provide charming contrast. This ‘Jackmanii’ hybrid is a vigorous grower, yet maintains a nice compact size that is perfect for training on fences or trellises. Pruning is as simple as cutting it back to 2’ each spring. Developed by Wim Snoeijer of the Netherlands.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 6-7’, gr 1, summer rebloomer

Item #: 15412 - 2 ¼” • 15414 - 4” • 15415 - Quick Turn

Madame Maria®

An exceptional plant named for an exceptional woman – two-time Nobel winner Marie Curie. This extremely floriferous clematis is covered with highly doubled, white 5-6” flowers that take on hues of fresh green during cool weather. The flowers come rapidly from June to July on old wood then and again in later summer on new wood; simply prune it back to 2’ each spring. Awards: Green is Life Gold Medal, Plantarium Press Prize and Plantarium Bronze Medal. Developed by Szczepan Marczynski of Poland.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 5-7’, gr 1, summer rebloomer

Item #: 15362 - 2 ¼” • 15364 - 4” • 15365 - Quick Turn

Pink Mink®

Easy to grow and lots of flowers, that’s the hallmark of Szczepan Marczynski’s breeding. Pink Mink® clematis hits the mark head-on with an abundance of bright pink-on-pink blooms from early summer until early fall. Prune hard to 18” in early spring. Awards: Silver Medal at Plantarium, Gold Medal at Green is Life and the Silver Medal at Flowers 2011, Moscow.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 9-10’ tall and 6-6.5’ wide, gr 1

Item #: 15562 - 2 ¼” • 15564 - 4” • 15565 - Quick Turn

Still Waters™

It’s cooler than cool! Large, violet-blue flowers contrast with the dark red stamens of this stunning, easy to grow clematis. Early to bloom, with long-lasting flowers from late spring to late summer. This would look great planted with a dark-leaved shrub like Black Lace® Sambucus, or grown on its own on a trellis or fence. It also makes a good cut flower. Developed by Wim Snoeijer of the Netherlands. It flowers on new and old wood so prune it back to 2’ each spring or just leave it be.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-7’, gr 1, summer rebloomer

Item #: 15422 - 2 ¼” • 15424 - 4” • 15425 - Quick Turn

‘Sweet Summer Love’

Wouldn’t it be great if sweet autumn clematis bloomed earlier, for a longer period, and had some color? Now it does! ‘Sweet Summer Love’ gives you everything you want: the flowers, the fragrance, the ease of growth, but with cranberry-violet blooms that start over a month earlier than others. It flowers on new wood so you simply prune it back to 2’ each spring. It’s that easy. This breakthrough vine is from award-winning clematis breeder Szczepan Marczynski of Poland. Awards: Bronze Medal Plantarium 2011; Silver Medal at Flowers 2011 (Moscow, Russia).

USDA 4, AHS 9, 10+’, gr 1, summer rebloomer

Item #: 15452 - 2 ¼” • 15454 - 4” • 15455 - Quick Turn

‘Viva Polonia’

A cheerful, easy growing, large-flowered clematis with red flowers accentuated with a white inner star. Flowers are borne in abundance from June till July on old wood and again later in the season on new wood. Prefers sunny but not overheated sites. Developed by Szczepan Marczynski of Poland. It flowers on new and old wood so prune it back to 2-3’ each spring.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 4-6’, gr 1, summer rebloomer

Item #: 15522 - 2 ¼” • 15524 - 4” • 15525 - Quick Turn

Call Spring Meadow Nursery at (800) 633-8859 or visit us online at www.SpringMeadowNursery.com
**Clethra alnifolia • Summersweet**

Family: Clethraceae (Cleth-ra: ancient Greek name for alder)

**‘Hummingbird’**
Glossy dark green foliage and a dense, dwarf, mounded habit. Fragrant white flowers in mid-summer and yellow fall color. Discovered at Callaway Gardens. Native. Awards: GMPA, PSC.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 2.5’, gr 1, summer bloom

**Item #:** 16082 - 2 ¼” • 16084 - 4”

**‘Ruby Spice’**
A clethra breakthrough! Fragrant, deep reddish-pink flowers don’t fade to white. Yellow fall color adds to its beauty. Discovered by Andy Brand of Broken Arrow Nursery. Native. Awards: CARY, FIRST CHOICE, GMPA.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 3-6’, gr 1, summer bloom

**Item #:** 16252 - 2 ¼” • 16254 - 4”

---

**ARCTIC FIRE®**
(C. stolonifera ‘Farrow’ pp#18,523; syn. C. sericea)


USDA 2, AHS 7, 3-5’, gr 1.5
late spring bloom, winter interest

**Item #:** 18662 - 2 ¼” • 18664 - 4” • 18665 - Quick Turn

**ARCTIC SUN®**
(C. sanguinea ‘Cato’ pp#19,892)

A compact version of ‘Winter Flame,’ developed by Andre van Nijnatten: all the beauty with half the size. An excellent choice for smaller landscapes. Award: MOBOT Tried and True.

USDA 4, AHS 7, 3-4’, gr 1.5
late spring bloom, winter interest

**Item #:** 18272 - 2 ¼” • 18274 - 4” • 18275 - Quick Turn

**‘Baileyi’**
(C. stolonifera, syn. C. sericea)

A strong-growing, non-stoloniferous shrub with dark red stems. Native.

USDA 2, AHS 8, 8-10’, gr 1
late spring bloom, winter interest

**Item #:** 18652 - 2 ¼” • 18654 - 4”

**GOLDEN SHADOWS®**
(C. alternifolia ‘Wstackman’ pp#11,287)

This is a stunning plant: a remarkable pagoda dogwood with robust variegated foliage. The large leaves are bright yellow, dotted with an irregular green thumbprint, and the new growth is often flushed with hues of reddish-orange. Attractive lacy white spring flowers add to its charm. It is at its best when planted in filtered shade.

USDA 3, AHS 8, 10-12’, gr 1.5
late spring bloom, foliage interest

**Item #:** 17502 - 2 ¼” • 17504 - 4”

---

AWARDS: AGM Royal Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit • GCA Growers Choice Award • GMPA Gold Medal Plant Award, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society • PSC Ohio Plant Selection Committee • CARY Cary Award • MOBOT Missouri Botanic Garden. **NOTE:** gr - number of growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from the smallest available liner
You can always find more photos and information on our plants at springmeadownursery.com
**Cotoneaster** • Cotoneaster  

Family: Rosaceae (Cotoneaster: Latin meaning quince-like, from the leaves of some species)  

**apiculatus**  
Cranberry cotoneaster is a graceful, low-spreading species with glossy leaves, pink flowers and bright red berries.  
USDA 4, AHS 7, 3', gr 1  
late spring bloom, summer fruit 🌸🌸  
Item #: 20502 - 2 ¼" • 20504 - 4"  

‘Coral Beauty’ (C. dammeri)  
A low-spreading rapid grower with glossy leaves and coral-colored berries.  
USDA 5, AHS 8, 1-2', gr 1  
late spring bloom, summer fruit 🌸🌸  
Item #: 20702 - 2 ¼" • 20704 - 4"  

**Cytisus** • Scotch Broom  

Family: Fabaceae (Cytis-us, corruption of the name of a Greek island where the plant grows wild)  

‘Burkwoodii’  
The blooms begin bright red with whispers of yellow and then darken to maroon and purple-burgundy. A vigorous, bushy grower with an upright habit.  
USDA 5, AHS 8, 3-6', gr 1, early summer bloom 🌼🌼  
Item #: 22322 - 2 ¼" • 22324 - 4"  

‘Lena’  
The maroon buds of ‘Lena’ open to dazzling lemony-yellow to orange flowers in late May to June. A C. dallimorei hybrid.  
USDA 6, AHS 8, 3-4', gr 1, early summer bloom 🌼🌼🌼🌼  
Item #: 22342 - 2 ¼" • 22344 - 4"  

‘Madame Butterfly’  
Masses of fragrant yellow flowers with red throats float amid grass-like foliage.  
USDA 5, AHS 8, 3-6', gr 1, early summer bloom 🌼🌼  
Item #: 22262 - 2 ¼" • 22264 - 4" • 22265 - Quick Turn  

**SISTER™ Series**  
With its cavalcade of colorful blooms and irresistible quirky texture, cytisus is an easy spring sell for retailers. Our Sister series brooms bring new colors and new habits to this sun-loving, deer resistant landscape classic. An ideal companion for spring flowering bulbs! Not recommended for the Northwest.  

**SISTER GOLDEN HAIR®** (C. scoparius ‘SMSCGF’ pp#26,616, cbraf)  
Sunny spring color! Bright gold flowers cascade down the branches of this colorful Scotch broom with an elegant weeping habit. Flowers are much larger and showier than other brooms of this type. This showy plant grows well in dry, sandy soils.  
USDA 5, AHS 8, 1-1.5', gr 1, spring bloom 🌼🌼  
Item #: 22262 - 2 ¼" • 22264 - 4" • 22265 - Quick Turn
SISTER DISCO™ \( (C. s. \text{SMNCSDRY}) \) ppaf, cbraf

Bright red and yellow flowers grace this compact, semi-dwarf selection in spring, just when shoppers are in the garden center.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 1-3’, gr 1, spring bloom

Item #: 22412 - 2 ¼” • 22414 - 4” • 22415 - Quick Turn

SISTER REDHEAD™ \( (C. s. \text{SMNCSAB}) \) ppaf, cbraf

A showy broom with unique Mustang-red spring flowers. This nearly leafless ornamental has a neat upright habit and makes a beautiful container plant.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 3-4’, gr 1, spring bloom

Item #: 22242 - 2 ¼” • 22244 - 4” • 22245 - Quick Turn

SISTER ROSIE™ \( (C. s. \text{SMNCSDRY}) \) ppaf, cbraf

A gracefully arching plant that is adorned with loads of rich pink blooms touched with a spot of yellow.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 2-3’, gr 1, spring bloom

Item #: 22392 - 2 ¼” • 22394 - 4” • 22395 - Quick Turn

Deutzia • Deutzia

Family: Hydrangeaceae  (Deutz-ia: after Johann von der Deutz, 1743-1784, patron of Carl Thunberg)

CHARDONNAY PEARLS® \( (D. gracilis \text{Duncan}) \) pp#16,098, cbr#2640

Attractive, lime-yellow foliage provides color well before and after the pearl-like buds explode into a shower of spring flowers. This attractive compact shrub has lots of impulse appeal. Awards: MOBOT Tried and True.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 1.5-3’, gr 1, spring bloom

Item #: 22822 - 2 ¼” • 22824 - 4” • 22825 - Quick Turn

CRÈME FRAICHE® \( (D. g. \text{Mincream}) \) pp#25,703, cbraf

This variegated ‘Nikko’ is a showy plant with a crisp, clean look. Like most variegated plants, it will have the occasional reversion, but is still a very worthwhile garden plant, loaded with retail appeal. An especially nice foliage accent for containers.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 1.5-3’, gr 1

Item #: 22892 - 2 ¼” • 22894 - 4” • 22895 - Quick Turn

‘Nikko’

This graceful, low-spreading shrub with abundant white flowers and burgundy fall color makes a first-class ground cover! Awards: PSC, FIRST CHOICE, GMPA.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 1-2’, gr 1, spring bloom, fall interest

Item #: 22872 - 2 ¼” • 22874 - 4”

YUKI CHERRY BLOSSOM® \( (D. \text{NCDX2}) \) ppaf, cbr#5079

It took ten years but we now have the first ever ‘Nikko’-type deutzia with pink flowers. A shower of elegant pink flowers creates a carpet of color on this low-spreading deutzia. Great for mass plantings because of its tidy, mounded habit and rich burgundy-purple fall color. Developed by Dr. Tom Ranney of NCSU. Awards: Silver Medal, Plantarium 2016.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 1-2’, gr 1, spring bloom, fall interest

Item #: 23272 - 2 ¼” • 23274 - 4” • 23275 - Quick Turn

YUKI SNOWFLAKE® \( (D. \text{NCDX1}) \) pp#25,916, cbr#5078

This extra-heavy blooming variety is loaded with elegant white spring flowers at the perfect time for retail sales. Its neat, mounded habit and attractive fall color make it a great landscape plant, too. Awards: Bronze Medal, Plantarium 2016.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 1-2’, gr 1, spring bloom, fall interest

Item #: 23142 - 2 ¼” • 23144 - 4” • 23145 - Quick Turn

Call Spring Meadow Nursery at (800) 633-8859 or visit us online at www.SpringMeadowNursery.com
You want a durable native plant that will thrive in sun or shade? Drought tolerant? Deer resistant? And supports pollinator populations, too? That’s asking for a lot – but we’ve got it! Kodiak® diervillas are perfect for the landscape market and very quick to produce, going from a 2 ¼” liner to saleable 1 gallon in less than one growing season.

**KODIAK® Black**

*Diervilla rivularis* ‘SMNDRSF’ pp#27,550, cbraf

Diervilla just got a lot more colorful. This tough, easy-growing shrub is a standout with its dark burgundy-black foliage that is especially intense in spring and autumn. The bright yellow flowers add contrast all summer. A durable native that thrives in sun or light shade.

USDA 5, AHS 7, 3-4’, gr 0.5, summer bloom

Item #: 24164 - 4” • 24165 - Quick Turn

**KODIAK® Orange**

*Diervilla* ‘G2X88544’ pp#27,548, cbraf

Glowing orange foliage lights up especially in fall, making this an eco-friendly alternative to burning bush. Yellow flowers in early summer. A durable that thrives in sun or shade, including dry shade. A true work horse.

USDA 4, AHS 7, 3-4’, gr 0.5, summer bloom

Item #: 24284 - 4” • 24285 - Quick Turn

**KODIAK® Red**

*Diervilla* ‘G2X885411’ ppaf, cbraf

A rugged beauty, Kodiak® Red diervilla gives you attractive red spring and autumn foliage, with red hues on new growth all season. Bright yellow flowers in mid-summer. A durable, carefree native that thrives in sun or shade.

USDA 4, AHS 7, 3-4’, gr 0.5, summer bloom

Item #: 24314 - 4” • 24315 - Quick Turn

**Euonymus alatus** • Burning Bush

*Euonymus: Greek, meaning “of good name”; ala-tus: winged*

‘Compacta’
The ubiquitous burning bush that lights up each autumn. Compact branching, but not dwarf by any stretch. Full sun is necessary for good fall color.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 8-10’, gr 1.5, fall interest

Item #: 25062 - 2 ¼” • 25064 - 4”

**FIRE BALL®**

*Euonymus alatus* ‘Select’

This improved selection of ‘Compacta’ has outstanding fall color, tighter branching, and superior stem hardiness. No winter damage, even in the coldest of winters, when ‘Compacta’ may die back. Selected at Cole Nursery.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 5-7’, gr 1.5, fall interest

Item #: 25182 - 2 ¼” • 25184 - 4” • 25185 - Quick Turn

**UNFORGETTABLE FIRE®**

*Euonymus alatus* ‘Hayman’ pp#21,634, cbraf

A compact form of burning bush with dense, fine branching and smaller leaves, this improved “Rudy Haag” is a superior production plant that makes a much fuller container. Developed by noted plantsman and photographer Michael Hayman of Louisville, KY. Outstanding fall color.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 4-6’, gr 1, fall interest

Item #: 25212 - 2 ¼” • 25214 - 4” • 25215 - Quick Turn
**Euonymus fortunei** • Wintercreeper

*Family:* Celastraceae (*Fortune-i:* for Robert Fortune, 1812-1880, Scottish botanist)

**GOLD SPLASH®** (*E. f.* 'Roemertwo')

A sport of ‘Emerald ‘n’ Gold’ with big round leaves displaying a wide, deep golden-yellow edge. Yellow fruit and orange seeds are beautiful and persistent. This extremely showy, hardy plant has excellent impulse appeal. A wonderful introduction by Roemer Nursery.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 1.5-2’, gr 1, evergreen

*Item #:* 25662 - 2 ¼" • 25664 - 4" • 25665 - Quick Turn

**WHITE ALBUM®** (*E. f.* ‘Alban’ pp#23,961, cr#4596)

Growers will love the superior leaf spot resistance and consistent habit of this improved form of ‘Emerald Gaiety.’ Landscapers and gardeners will appreciate how its bright leaves set it apart from older varieties. The stable variegation has a wide cream-colored border around the perimeter of the large evergreen leaves.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 1.5-2’, gr 1, evergreen

*Item #:* 25482 - 2 ¼" • 25484 - 4" • 25485 - Quick Turn

**Exochorda • Pearl-Bush**

*Family:* Rosaceae (*Exo-chorda:* Greek, meaning external cord or rope, referring to a structure in the carpel)

**SNOW DAY® ‘Blizzard’** (*E. x ‘Blizzard’* pp#23,329, cr#4690)

A blizzard of blooms just in time for spring retail sales! The extra-large flowers are roughly twice the size of those of ‘The Bride.’ It can be pruned to keep it small or trained into a small tree.

USDA 4, AHS 8, 5-6’, gr 1 spring bloom

*Item #:* 26022 - 2 ¼" • 26024 - 4" • 26025 - Quick Turn

**SNOW DAY® Surprise** (*E. ‘Niagara’* pp#21,665, cr#4768)

A flood of spring flowers, this new and improved pearl-bush comes from Herman Geers, the breeder of Wine & Roses® weigela. This cross between *E. x macrantha* ‘The Bride’ and *E. racemosa* resulted in larger flowers and a more compact, broadly upright growth habit. It is a much better production plant than ‘The Bride.’

USDA 4, AHS 8, 3-4’, gr 1, spring bloom

*Item #:* 26032 - 2 ¼" • 26034 - 4" • 26035 - Quick Turn

**Ficus carica • Fig**

*Family:* Moraceae (*Fic-us:* from fica, the Latin word for fig; cari-ca: originating in Caria, an ancient region of Anatolia)

‘Chicago Hardy’

Proven-hardy fig! Selected by Chicagoan Fred Borne, it may die back to the ground in colder areas but will still produce fruit by early fall on the new shoots. A unique addition to edible plant programs. Also known as ‘Bensonhurst Purple.’

USDA zone 6(5b), AHS 10, 10-20’, gr .5

Early summer bloom (flowers insignificant)

*Item #:* 26044 - 4"

‘Magnolia’

Grown for its foliage as well as its fruit, this unique fig has distinctively cut leaves that give it a fine, lacy effect. Bearing some of the largest fruit of any fig, it will help you meet your customers’ growing demand for edible ornamentals.

USDA 7, AHS 11, 4-10’, gr .5

Early summer bloom (flowers insignificant)

*Item #:* 27574 - 4"
SHOW OFF® Forsythia

**Forsythia** • Forsythia

Family: Oleaceae (Forsyth-ia: after William Forsyth, 1737-1800, Scottish botanist)

**SHOW OFF®** (F. x Mindor’ pp#19,321)

When you’re this great, it’s okay to show off! Large, golden flowers are closely packed along each stem for a stunning display. This compact, rounded plant has very nice dark green foliage and superior container presentation. Developed by Minier Nursery, France. Award: MOBOT Tried and True.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 5-6’, gr 1, spring bloom 🌞 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 26782 - 2 ¼” • 26784 - 4” • 26785 - Quick Turn

SHOW OFF® Starlet (F. x Minfor6’ pp#24,361)

The same fabulous flower display you get with Show Off® forsythia, but in a smaller package. This dwarf forsythia is a mass of bright yellow spring flowers from base to tip, and is a fantastic impulse item for early spring sales. From Minier Nursery of France.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 2-3’, gr 1, spring bloom 🌞 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 26742 - 2 ¼” • 26744 - 4” • 26745 - Quick Turn

SHOW OFF® Sugar Baby (F. x Nimbus’ pp#23,838, cbnr4608)

Jump start spring sales with this smallest member of the Show Off® series. This miniature, upright selection delivers a high count of flowers per inch. Perfect for containers and spring retail displays.

USDA 5, AHS 8, 1.5-2.5’, gr 1, spring bloom 🌞 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 26842 - 2 ¼” • 26844 - 4” • 26845 - Quick Turn

**Fothergilla** • Bottlebrush

Family: Hamamelidaceae (Fothergill-a: after John Fothergill, English physician who introduced many plants into cultivation)

gardenii

A small, refined shrub with fragrant white bottlebrush-like flowers appearing prior to the leaves. Exceptionally brilliant orange, red and yellow fall color. Native. Award: PSC.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 2-4’, gr 2, spring bloom, fall foliage 🌸 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 26952 - 2 ¼” • 26954 - 4”

‘Mount Airy’ (F. x intermedia)

A vigorous plant with abundant white flowers and dark green foliage. Consistent yellow-orange-red fall color. Selected by Dr. Mike Dirr at the Mt. Airy Arboretum. Native. Award: Theodore Klein Award.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5’, gr 1.5, spring bloom 🌸 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 27222 - 2 ¼”

**Gardenia** • Gardenia

Family: Rubiaceae (Garden-ia: named in honor of Scottish naturalist Dr. Alexander Garden)

‘Frost Proof’ (G. jasminoides)

A truly hardy gardenia has yet to come, but this one is close: its cold-resistant flower buds ensure a good display even in zone 7. Upright habit with large double flowers that emit enticing fragrance.

USDA 7, AHS 10, 4-5’, gr 1, late spring bloom 🌸 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 27772 - 2 ¼” • 27774 - 4”

‘Grif’s Select’ (G. j.)

One of the hardiest gardenias, this broadleaf evergreen produces showy fragrant flowers in late spring, and often reblooms in summer. Glossy foliage is attractive year-round. An elegant addition to mixed borders, or used as a foundation planting.

USDA 7, AHS 10, 3-4’, gr 1, late spring bloom 🌸 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 27802 - 2 ¼” • 27804 - 4”

‘Golden Magic’ (G. j.)

Large, double flowers start white and age to buttery yellow. Lustrous evergreen foliage on a low growing, compact frame makes for handsome container presentation. Exceptionally fragrant.

USDA 8b, AHS 10, 2-3’, gr 1, late spring bloom 🌸 🌸 🌸 🌸

Item #: 27782 - 2 ¼” • 27784 - 4”

AWARDS: AGM Royal Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit • GCA Growers Choice Award • GMPA Gold Medal Plant Award, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society • PSC Ohio Plant Selection Committee • CARY Cary Award • MOBOT Missouri Botanic Garden – NOTE: gr - number of growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from the smallest available liner
‘Kleim’s Hardy’

One of the hardiest gardenias, ‘Kleim’s Hardy’ gardenia has a useful dwarf size, ideal for containers and the front of borders. White, star-like blooms contrast with the evergreen foliage.

USDA 7, AHS 10, 2-3’, gr 1, late spring bloom 🌼 🌼 🌼

Item #: 27812 – 2 ¼” • 27814 - 4”

Genista • Dyers-Greenwood

Family: Fabaceae (Genista: ancient Latin name for broom)

BANGLE® (G. lydia ‘Select’)

This floriferous, low-mounding selection produces waves of electric yellow flowers in late spring. Improved branching and texture make it ideal for containers and for mass plantings. A fine plant selected by Dick Punnett of Michigan.

USDA 4, AHS 9, 2’, gr 1, spring bloom 🌼 🌼 🌼

Item #: 28012 - 2 ¼” • 28014 - 4” • 28015 - Quick Turn

Heptacodium • Seven-Son Flower

Family: Caprifoliaceae (Heptacodium: hepta, Greek for the number seven, codium referring to head)

miconioides

A plant for all seasons! This large arching shrub or small tree has glossy dark green leaves, exfoliating bark, and fragrant creamy-white late summer flowers. Its best attribute is its persistent, showy, reddish-pink bracts in late fall.

Awards: CARY, GMPA, Plant Select (CO).

USDA 5, AHS 9, 10-20’, gr 1.5, summer bloom, fall interest 🌼 🌼 🌼

Item #: 29302 - 2 ¼” • 29304 - 4”

TEMPLE OF BLOOM™ Heptacodium

We are delighted to finally bring this choice species to the line of Proven Winners flowering shrubs! Our selection is a compact cultivar with extra large white flower panicles. Flowers drop to reveal bright cherry-red bracts, which are super-showy and a substantial improvement over the species. Earlier blooming than the species, too, for a longer display.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 6-10’, gr 1

summer bloom, fall interest 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼

Item #: 29282 – 2 ¼” • 29284 – 4” • 29285 – Quick Turn

Hibiscus syriacus • Rose of Sharon

Family: Malvaceae (Hibiscus: ancient Greek name for the plant, syria-cus: Syrian)

CHIFFON® Series

Large single flowers adorned by a lacy center create a unique, anemone-like bloom. These strong growing, uniform varieties are excellent production plants with superior container presentation and low seed-set. Colorful, abundant flowers make them very appealing at retail. All were hybridized by Dr. Roderick Woods of Cambridge, England.

Blue CHIFFON® (H. s. ‘Notwoodthree’ pp#20,574, cbr#3583)

Blue powder-puff flowers keep this plant in constant consumer demand.

Awards: Silver Medal Royal Horticulture Society; AGM.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 8-12’, gr 1, summer bloom 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼

Item #: 30282 - 2 ¼” • 30284 - 4” • 30285 - Quick Turn

Lavender CHIFFON® (H. s. ‘Notwoodone’ pp#12,619)

Large lavender flowers.

Awards: Gold Medal Royal Boskoop Horticulture Society; Green Thumb Award, DGA; AGM; Top Pick Dallas Arboretum.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 8-12’, gr 1, summer bloom 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼

Item #: 30302 - 2 ¼” • 30304 - 4” • 30305 - Quick Turn

Pink CHIFFON® (H. s. ‘JWNWOOD4’ pp#24,336, cbr#4656)

A staff favorite, this variety offers large, clear pink flowers. It has the same flower power and soft graceful stems of other Chiffon® hibiscus.

USDA 5, AHS 9, 8-12’ tall, gr 1, summer bloom 🌼 🌼 🌼 🌼

Item #: 30352 - 2 ¼” • 30354 - 4” • 30355 - Quick Turn
AWARDS: AGM Royal Horticultural Society Award of Garden Merit • GCA Growers Choice Award • GMPA Gold Medal Plant Award, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society • PSC Ohio Plant Selection Committee • CARY Cary Award • MOBOT Missouri Botanic Garden – NOTE: gr - number of growing seasons to produce a 1-gallon container from the smallest available liner
**Hibiscus continued**

**White CHIFFON®** *(H. s. ‘Hotwoodhexe’ pp#12,612)*  
Large single white flowers and an appealing habit – never awkward or club-like. Awards: Silver Medal Royal Boskoop Horticulture Society; AGM; Top Pick Dallas Arboretum.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 8-12, gr 1, summer bloom*  
*Item #: 30402 - 2 ¼” • 30404 - 4” • 30405 - Quick Turn*

**LIL’ KIM® Series**  
These elegant dwarf rose of Sharon were developed by Dr. Shim of Korea.  

**LIL’ KIM®** *(H. s. ‘Antong Two’ pp#19,547, cb#3399)*  
The original! Pure white with a prominent red-violet eye.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 3-4’, gr 1.5, summer bloom*  
*Item #: 29872 - 2 ¼” • 29874 - 4” • 29875 - Quick Turn*

**LIL’ KIM® Red** *(H. s. ‘SHIMRR38’ pp#27,195, cbraf)*  
The latest addition to the LIL’ Kim® series has the same compact habit, but with deep rosy-red flowers.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 3-4’, gr 1.5, summer bloom*  
*Item #: 30042 - 2 ¼” • 30044 - 4” • 30045 - Quick Turn*

**LIL’ KIM® Violet** *(H. s. ‘SHMRV24’ pp#26,374, cbraf)*  
Large plum-violet flowers - up to 3” across - are very striking against the dark, glossy foliage.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 3-4’, gr 1.5, summer bloom*  
*Item #: 30022 - 2 ¼” • 30024 - 4” • 30025 - Quick Turn*

**SATIN® Series**  
The SATIN® series represents the best in non-invasive rose of Sharon. We select each variety for superior color, elegant habit, and low to no seed production.

**Azurri Blue SATIN®** *(H. s. ‘DvPazum’ pp#20,563, cb#4391)*  
As blue as can be and no seeds! Azurri Blue SATIN® hibiscus is the only seedless blue rose of Sharon. This beauty was developed by Dr. Johan Van Huylenbroeck at Belgium’s ILVO breeding station.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 8-12’, gr 1, summer bloom*  
*Item #: 32562 - 2 ¼” • 32564 - 4” • 32565 - Quick Turn*

**Orchid SATIN®** *(H. s. ‘ILVO347’ pp#27,285, cbraf)*  
Another fantastic new seedless rose of Sharon! Exceptionally large single blooms are accented by a dramatic red eye. The graceful branches of this non-invasive new cultivar make it a very appealing addition to the mixed border, and also give it good container presentation at retail.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 8-12’, gr 1, summer bloom*  
*Item #: 29922 - 2 ¼” • 29924 - 4” • 29925 - Quick Turn*

**Purple SATIN®** *(H. s. ‘ILVOPS’ ppaf, cbraf)*  
Everywhere we go, people ask us for seedless rose of Sharon, so we are pleased to offer this dark purple, single flowered selection from Dr. Johan Van Huylenbroeck from the Flemish ILVO breeding station. This is a free-flowering plant with large flowers and dark green foliage.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 8-12’, gr 1, summer bloom*  
*Item #: 29912 - 2 ¼” • 29914 - 4” • 29915 - Quick Turn*

**Ruffled SATIN®** *(H. s. ‘SHIMCR1’ pp#26,222)*  
Looking more like a tropical hibiscus than a hardy rose of Sharon, Ruffled SATIN® hibiscus boasts rich pink, ruffled flowers accented with a deep burgundy eye.  
Large and showy, the overlapping flower petals form a wide, cupped bloom.  
Glossy green leaves and short internodes make for a very nice, full, bushy plant.  
Low seed-set is an added benefit. It’s another great plant with lots of retail appeal from Dr. Shim of South Korea.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 8-12’, gr 1, summer bloom*  
*Item #: 30052 - 2 ¼” • 30054 - 4” • 30055 - Quick Turn*

**POLLYPETITE®** *(H. x ‘Rosina’ ppaf, cbraf)*  
A delightfully unusual and beautiful dwarf H. paramutabilis x H. syriacus hybrid.  
This ball-shaped shrub has large, rounded, pure lavender-purple flowers with soft ruffled edges and no center eye. Very dark green leaves provide striking contrast. Developed by Polly Hill Arboretum on Martha’s Vineyard.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 3-4’, gr 1, summer bloom*  
*Item #: 31732 - 2 ¼” • 31734 - 4” • 31735 - Quick Turn*

**PILLAR Series**  
Finding these unusual fastigiate hibiscus wasn’t easy but it was worth the hunt. Naturally growing as a narrow column, the space-saving habit of this series means more profit for growers and a broader appeal to retailers and consumers alike.

**PURPLE PILLAR®** *(H. s. ‘Gandini Santiago’ pp#25,568, cbraf)*  
Space saving! Purple Pillar® rose of Sharon is a very narrow, fastigate habit much like Fine Line® rhamnus, but it’s adorned with big, semi-doubled, purple flowers in the summer. The landscape applications for this plant are endless: narrow hedges, screens, and unique accent specimens. It is also well suited for entrances, patio gardens, and decorative containers. Awards: Silver Medal, Plantarium 2012; 2017 DGA Green Thumb Award.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 10-16’ tall and 2-3’ wide, gr 1*  
*summer bloom*  
*Item #: 32762 - 2 ¼” • 32764 - 4” • 32765 - Quick Turn*

**NEW WHITE PILLAR™** *(H. s. ‘Gandini van Aart’ ppaf, cbraf)*  
Purple Pillar® hibiscus has skyrocketed in popularity due to its useful upright architecture. We are now able to offer the same habit with showy, pure white summer flowers.  
*USDA 5, AHS 9, 10-16’ and 2-3’ wide, gr 1*  
*summer bloom*  
*Item #: 32782 - 2 ¼” • 32784 - 4” • 32785 - Quick Turn*
SUGAR TIP® Series
Go beyond the basics with these irresistible variegated selections. Stable, neat, and clean, the Sugar Tip® series keeps rose of Sharon interesting from spring through frost.

SUGAR TIP® (H. s. ‘America Irene Scott’ pp20,579, cbr#3582)
USDA 5, AHS 9, 5-6, gr 1.5
summer bloom, foliage interest

Item #: 29402 - 2 ¼” • 29404 - 4” • 29405 - Quick Turn

SUGAR TIP® Gold (H. s. ‘THEISSHSSTL’ ppaf, cbraf)
Just like the original Sugar Tip® rose of Sharon, but with bright golden-yellow variegation and showy lavender-purple double flowers. This is seedless selection prevents the spread of unwanted seedlings.
USDA 5, AHS 9, 4-5, gr 1.5
summer bloom, foliage interest

Item #: 29392 - 2 ¼” • 29394 - 4” • 29395 - Quick Turn

Hydrangea anomala • Climbing Hydrangea
Family: Hydrangeaceae (derived from Hydro-aggos: Greek for water-jar, from shape of capsules; anomala: deviating from the norm)

var. petiolaris
Climbing hydrangea is an elegant vine with glossy green leaves and lacy white flowers in June. Plant it on a tall tree or on a west-facing brick wall.
Awards: AGM, First Choice, GCA, PSC.
USDA 4, AHS 9, 30, gr 1, summer bloom

Item #: 40002 - 2 ¼” • 40004 - 4”

‘Firefly’ (H. a. pp#11,038)
A yellow variegated climbing hydrangea that really shines in spring. As summer progresses, gold leaf margins turn chartreuse.
USDA 4, AHS 9, 30, gr 1, summer bloom

Item #: 40202 - 2 ¼” • 40204 - 4”

Hydrangea arborescens • Smooth Hydrangea
Family: Hydrangeaceae (arbor-escens: becoming tree-like)

‘Annabelle’
USDA 3, AHS 9, 3-4, gr 1, summer bloom

Item #: 33402 - 2 ¼” • 33404 - 4”

LIME RICKEY® (H. a. ‘SMNHALR’ ppaf, cbraf)
Hot summer weather calls for a refreshing lime rickey! Cool, lime-green mophead blooms sport showy pink pollen and take on a marbleized jade effect as they age. Super strong stems make this fantastic in the landscape and as a fresh or dried cut flower. This staff favorite is now a Proven Winners® ColorChoice® variety.
Prune once in early spring to produce a sturdy, compact container plant.
USDA 3, AHS 9, 4-5, gr 1, summer bloom

Item #: 33522 - 2 ¼” • 33524 - 4” • 33525 - Quick Turn

INCREDIBALL® (H. a. ‘Abetwo’ pp20,571, cbr#4166)
An improved ‘Annabelle’ hydrangea, Incrediball® has beefy stems and massive blooms. The breeding goal was stronger stems to eliminate flop, but we got incredibly large blooms too! Each one has roughly four times as many florets as ‘Annabelle’. Lightly fragrant. We recommend selling this plant in 2-gallon pots or larger. Native.
USDA 3, AHS 9, 4-5, gr 1, summer bloom

Item #: 33322 - 2 ¼” • 33324 - 4” • 33325 - Quick Turn